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Abstract
The process of electron photodetachment in the IyAr cluster is chosen for testing new approximate quantum dynamical2
 .  .methods – the classical separable potential CSP approach and its configuration interaction CI-CSP extension. The results
are encouraging in the sense of a quantitative agreement between the CSP and established time-dependent self-consistent
field schemes, and in the fact that the inclusion of correlations via the CI-CSP approach brings the results significantly closer
to exact ones. These findings justify applying the new methods to fast dynamical processes in moderately quantal large
polyatomic systems, where other approaches become computationally demanding or unfeasible. q 1997 Elsevier Science
B.V.
1. Introduction
 .Molecular dynamics MD techniques have proven to be useful tools in elucidating the nature of physical and
w xchemical processes in atomic and molecular systems 1,2 . Despite the fact that quantum effects often have a
significant influence on the nuclear dynamics and observed spectra, simulations are in most cases carried out
within the classical ansatz. The reason for this is merely technical – while classical MD simulations for systems
4  .up to 10 atoms are now common, precise state-of-the-art quantum dynamical QD calculations are limited to
diatomics, triatomics and, with tremendous effort, to tetraatomics. These numerically exact grid, discrete
 . w xvariable representation DVR or basis set QD methods 3–8 scale exponentially with system size, and it is
therefore unlikely that they will soon be applicable to large chemically relevant systems.
Not to give up on the description of quantum effects in polyatomics connected, for example, with zero point
motions, tunneling, non-adiabatic interactions with electronic motions or on correct spectra modeling, inevitably
means pursuing approximate approaches. It is beyond the scope of this Letter to mention them all, in the
 .following we concentrate on methods based on the separable Hartree approximation. Under the assumption
that the total vibrational wavepacket can be approximated by a product of single mode terms the coupled
multidimensional problem reduces to a set of one-dimensional Schrodinger equations indirectly coupled via¨
 .effective time-dependent one-dimensional Hamiltonians. This time-dependent self-consistent field TDSCF
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w x  .method 9–11 can also serve as a basis for configuration interaction CI-TDSCF and multi-configuration
 . w xMCTD SCF techniques 12–17 where a sum of separable functions with variationally optimized coefficients
better approximates the exact wavepacket.
The computational bottlenecks of the TDSCF method are the multidimensional numerical quadratures
connected with the evaluation of effective one-dimensional potentials. Recently, we proposed a classical
 . w xseparable potential CSP method 18 where these terms are evaluated as weighted averages over auxiliary
classical trajectories, which sped up the calculation by orders of magnitude and allowed quantum dynamical
w xsimulations of systems with more than one hundred degrees of freedom 19 . In the last months, the CSP method
 . w xhas also been extended in the direction of configuration interaction CI-CSP 20,21 .
Although the CSP and CI-CSP techniques are tailored to large systems, we find it useful to apply them also
to small triatomics where numerically exact calculations are still feasible. Such a test is more precise and direct
than the usual checks against experiment e.g. we can abstract the influence of the choice of the interaction
.potential , and therefore useful for assessing the quality of the approximate methods and for finding ways of
improving them. Nevertheless, we prefer to apply and test our methods on relevant and realistic systems and
processes rather than on artificial models. Therefore, we focus in this Letter on quantum vibrational dynamics
y y  .following electron photodetachment in the I Ar cluster. The cryogenic I Ar ns1–19 complexes have2 n
w xbeen extensively investigated using photoelectron and ZEKE spectroscopy by the group of Neumark 22,23 and
w xwere also the focus of our earlier studies 18,24 . The main goal of this work is to model this process using CSP,
CI-CSP, TDSCF and numerically exact methods and elucidate the strong and weak points of the first two
approximate approaches.
The Letter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review the new computational techniques. In
Section 3 we give details concerning the system and the computer simulations, and in Section 4 we present and
discuss the results of the quantum dynamical calculations. Finally, conclusions are to be found in Section 5.
2. Method
2.1. Classical separable potential method
The CSP method, which is the starting point for the configuration interaction extension, has been extensively
w xdescribed in detail elsewhere 18,21 . Briefly, the basic concept of the CSP method lies in simplifying the
multidimensional coupled quantum dynamical problem by constructing an effective time-dependent separable
mean-field potential for each degree of freedom using auxiliary classical trajectories. Using the ensemble of
trajectories, an effective potential for each mode is computed. Subsequently, the system is ‘quantized’, and a
one-dimensional quantum propagation is performed for each mode using the above separable potentials.
 a . . a . . a . . 4The set of n classical trajectories q t , q t , . . . , q t , as1, . . . , n is started from WignerT 1 2 N T
coordinates and momenta which map the initial wavepacket. This set is then generated by solving the classical
 .equations of motion and used to construct a separable time-dependent effective potential V q , t for each modej j
 .j js1, 2, . . . , N by averaging over all trajectories in the following way:
nT 1yN
a . a . a . a .V q ,t s V q t , . . . , q t , q , q t , . . . , q t w q V t . 1 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .j j 1 jy1 j jq1 N a Nas1
Here V is the fully coupled potential, N is the number of modes, the summation runs over all MD trajectories
and w is the Wigner weight of trajectory a . The coordinate-independent constant Va
nT
a . a . a . a . a .V t s V q t , . . . , q t , q t , q t , . . . , q t w , 2 .  .  .  .  .  .  . . 1 jy1 j jq1 N a
as1
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which does not influence the dynamics ensures that the single-mode potentials sum approximately to the total
potential energy of the system.
Finally, the time-dependent Schrodinger equation in the separable approximation is solved for each mode j¨
Ec 0 q , t .j j 0
ˆi" s T qV q , t c q , t , js1, . . . , N . 3 . .  . /j j j j jEt
ˆHere normal mode coordinates are used, 2p" represents the Planck’s constant, T is the kinetic energy operatorj
of mode j and the upper index 0 marks the CSP level of approximation. The total wavepacket for the system
under study is then given as a product of the single-mode wavefunctions
N
0 0C q , . . . , q , t s c q , t . 4 .  . .1 N j j
js1
2.2. Configuration interaction extension of the CSP method
 . w xThe configuration interaction CI based on the CSP method has been outlined recently 20,21 . The
philosophy is again to use classical MD to overcome the unfavorable scaling of the computational effort with
the system size. More specifically, classical trajectories, which describe fully correlated dynamics, are used to
guide the selection of important CI terms and to enable the evaluation of coupling terms without highly
dimensional quadratures.
First, we propagate separable wavepackets C a .sc a .= . . . =c a . along individual classical trajectories1 N
a , i.e. using potentials of the type
1yN
a . a . a . a . a . a .V q , t sV q t , . . . , q t , q , q t , . . . , q t q V t , 5 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .j j 1 jy1 j jq1 N N
 .together with the CSP wavepacket guided by the corresponding potentials see Eq. 1 . The coordinate-indepen-
a .dent constants V
a . a . a . a .V t sV q t , . . . , q t , . . . , q t , 6 .  .  .  .  . .1 j N
again do not influence the dynamics and are only added for energy normalization.
The CI-CSP ansatz for the wavepacket is as follows:
N , Mj
0 0 0 a . 0C q , . . . , q , t sc c . . . c q s c . . . c . . . c . 1 N 0 1 N ja 1 j N
j, a
N , M , N , M Xj j
0 a .  b . 0XXq d c . . . c . . . c . . . c . 7 . ja j b 1 j j N
X X .j -j , a , j , b
Here c 0 are the CSP functions and c a . denote j-mode wavefunctions propagated along trajectory a . Thesej j
‘excited’ wavefunctions are included into the CI space when the overlap between c 0 and c a . drops below aj j
 .certain threshold typically 95% . To make the CI problem computationally tractable the excited wavefunctions
in Eq. 7 are orthogonalized with respect to the CSP wavefunctions and each other. N is the number of modes
 .and M is the number of included into the CI space trajectories for mode j. Finally, c is the CSP coefficient,j 0
s are single excitation coefficients and d X are coefficients corresponding to double excitations. The familiarja ja j b
language of excitations is borrowed from electronic structure theory. However, in this context single excitations
physically mean one-mode polarization terms and double excitations represent two-mode correlations.
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 .Next, the Cl-CSP wavepacket Eq. 7 is substituted into the Schrodinger equation:¨
NEC q , . . . , q , t .1 N
ˆi" s T qV q , . . . , q C q , . . . , q , t , 8 .  .  . j 1 N 1 N /Et js1
ˆ  .where T is the kinetic energy operator for mode j and V is the total fully coupled potential. This leads to aj
tractable though rather complicated set of differential equations for the time-evolution of the CI coefficients
w x20 . In our previous work we neglected most of the terms and took into account only the most important
couplings between the CSP and doubly excited functions. Here we make a further significant step by also
including couplings between individual double excitations. We have shown that there is no direct coupling
w xbetween the CSP and singly excited terms 20 which is a time-dependent manifestation of the Brillouin
 .theorem. Therefore, the influence of single excitations is only indirect via double excitations and should be
small at least on short timescales and so we continue to neglect it in this work. The working equations at this
w xlevel of approximation, which we denote CID-CSP, are as follows 20 :
N , M , N , M Xj jEc0 0 0 CSP2 a .  b .X X X X < < :i" s d c c V c c , 9 . ja j b j j j j j jEt X X .j -j , a , j , b
M M Xg . g .j jX XEd Ec Ecja j b j ja .  b .X X X < :  < :i" syi" d c y i" d c jg j b j ja j g jEt Et Etg g
a .  b . CSP2X 0 0X X a . ˆ a .  b .X ˆ X  b .X < < :  < < :  < < :Xqc c c V c c qd c T c q c T c0 j j j j j j ja j b j j j j j j
N
a .  b . CSP2 a .  b . 0 CSP 0X X X < < :  < < :q c c V c c y c V cj j j j j j k k k /X .k /j , j
Mj
a . g . a .  b . CSP2 g .  b .X X X Xˆ < < :  < < :q d c T c q c c V c c  /jg j b j j j j j j j j j
 .g /a
M Xj
 b . g . a .  b . CSP2 a . g .X X X X X X Xˆ < < :  < < :q d c T c q c c V c c  /ja j g j j j j j j j j j
 .g /b
M , M Xj j
a .  b . CSP2 g . d .X X X X < < :q d c c V c c jg j d j j j j j j
 .  .g /a , d /b
N , M , M Xk j
a .  b . 0 CSP3 0 d . g .X X X X < < :q d c c c V c c c kg j d j j k j j k j j k
X .k -j ,/j , g , d
N , M , Mj k
a .  b . 0 CSP3 g . 0 d .X X X < < :q d c c c V c c c jg kd j j k j j k j j k
X .k )j ,/j , g , d
N , M , N , Mk l
a .  b . 0 0 VCSP4 0 0 g . d .X X X < < :q d c c c c V c c c c . kg ld j j k l j j k l j j k l
X X .  .k -l ,/j , j , g , l /j , j , d
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Here V CSP2X , V CSP3X and V CSP4X represent two-, three- and four-dimensional potentials defined in analogy to thej j j j k j j k l
CSPs:
nT
CSP2 a . a .X X XV q , q , t s V q t , . . . , q , . . . , q , . . . , q t w , 10 .  .  . .  .j j j j 1 j j N a
as1
nT
CSP3 a . a .X X X XV q , q , q , t s V q t , . . . , q , . . . , q , . . . , q , . . . , q t w . 11 .  .  . .  .j j k j j j j k 1 j j k N a
as1
nT
CSP4 a . a .X X XV q , q , q , q , t s V q t , . . . , q , . . . , q , . . . , q , . . . , q , . . . , q t w . 12 .  .  . .  .j j k l j j k l 1 j j k l N a
as1
 0 0X < CSP2X < a .  b .X :The c c V c c terms which couple the double excitations with the CSP functions are also used asj j j j j j
a criterion for a significant reduction of the CI space by omitting unimportant terms; namely, only those double
excitations for which the absolute value of this coupling term is larger than an empirically adjusted threshold are
included. The right choice of threshold must be such that the results are practically uninfluenced by it.
3. System and simulations
y Upon electron photodetachment in the I Ar complex, which has the shape of an isosceles nearly2
. w xequilateral triangle 23,24 , the ground state vibrational wavefunction is promoted to a neutral surface where it
is no longer stationary and therefore undergoes dynamical evolution. The anionic and neutral iodine–argon
w xpotentials were extracted from ZEKE experiments 22 . Here we use the same parameters and pairwise ansatz
w x as in our previous work 18,24 . Out of the three possible quasidegenerate neutral states given by the spatial
.orientation of the singly occupied p-orbital of the iodine atom where the system can land upon electron
w xphotodetachment we chose for our dynamical study the second I3r2 state 22 . The potential for this state
differs most from the anionic one, therefore interesting dynamics can be expected. From a technical point of
view, for planar systems such as IAr this I3r2 state is of pure II-character. Therefore, for this state of the2
 .system under study simple pair additivity is adequate as in the case of spherical atoms and there is no need for
w xmore complicated diatomics-in-molecule schemes 24 .
For all the simulations, the coordinates used were the anionic normal modes symmetric and asymmetric
.stretch and the bending mode and the initial wavepacket was a product of corresponding Gaussians. A grid of
32 points for each degree of freedom proved to be sufficient. The action of the kinetic energy operator was
w xevaluated using the Fourier approach 5 . All separable wavepackets were propagated using the split-operator
w xtechnique 25 with a time-step of 0.65 fs. The numerically exact wavefunction was propagated using the
w xChebyshev method 26 with a 6.5 fs time-step. Classical trajectories were generated using a standard Gear
w x w xroutine 1 and the CI coefficients were propagated using a Runge–Kutta method 27 . Converged CSP and
CID-CSP results were obtained with 200 classical trajectories and 300 CI functions.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Auto correlation functions
ZEKE spectra of small IyAr clusters exhibit vibrational structure which gradually gets washed out withn
w xincreasing system size 22,23 . From a dynamical point of view distinct vibrational lines are manifestations of
recurrences in the nuclear motions on the potential surface of the neutral species after electron photodetachment.
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 .More precisely, the intensity I v of the ZEKE signal is directly connected with the autocorrelation function
 .  . w xC t i.e. the overlap between the total wavepacket at time t and at time 0 via the Fourier transform 28A
`
iE qv . tiI v ;v= C t e d t , 13 .  .  .H A
y`
where E is the initial energy of the system. It should be stressed at this point that the formulae for spectrai
evaluations are purely quantum mechanical and therefore require a quantum description of the dynamics. Even
if the atomic motions themselves are not strongly quantal, the spectral intensities of the vibrational lines are
sensitive to phase relations in the wavepacket, which can hardly be quantitatively reproduced by classical
w xmechanics 29 .
As cluster size increases, more vibrational degrees of freedom actively participate in the nuclear dynamics.
 .Due to the stronger intramolecular vibrational redistribution IVR a reappearance in the overall nuclear motion
becomes unlikely before dephasing of the wavepacket. As a result, there are no recurrences in the autocorrela-
y w xtion function and only a broad unstructured photoelectron signal is observed for large I Ar complexes 23 .n
Already in the IyAr cluster the washing out of the vibrational structure is strong, although a damped2
progression of vibrational lines corresponding to weak recurrences in the autocorrelation function on a
picosecond timescale is still observable. The 1200 fs interval covered by our simulations represents one to two
vibrational periods of the individual modes and the buildup of the first recurrence in the collective nuclear
motion. From a methodological point of view, this time interval covers the onset of deviations of approximate
treatments from the numerically exact simulation.
Due to its direct relation to observable spectra, the autocorrelation function is a key quantity in the quantum
w xdynamical description of photochemical processes 29 . Moreover, it is at the same time a sensitive probe of the
quality of approximate methods, since it is sensitive not only to the amplitude but also to the phase of the total
vibrational wavepacket. For these reasons we chose it as the principal testing quantity. Fig. 1 depicts the
autocorrelation functions calculated using three approximate methods – CSP, CID-CSP and TDSCF, and
compares them with the numerically exact calculation. The first important result is that mean-field separable
 .methods CSP and TDSCF represent a good qualitative approximation, at least on the timescale covered by our
Fig. 1. Comparison between the CSP, CID-CSP, TDSCF and numerically exact autocorrelation functions.
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simulations. This is true despite the fact that the complex under study is not an ideal case for separable
approaches, since it lacks significant separation in the frequencies of the individual vibrational motions. The
second important result is the excellent agreement between the CSP and TDSCF autocorrelation functions,
which indicates that approximating the TDSCF integrals by weighted averages over classical trajectories is
justified. Quantitatively, the mean-field results start to deviate from the exact ones around 350 fs. The inclusion
of correlations via the CID-CSP method prolongs twice the nearly perfect accord with exact calculation to 700
fs. Even after that the CID-CSP autocorrelation function remains significantly better than the CSP one. This
shows that the CID-CSP approach, which can, be principle, in pushed closer and closer to the exact limit by the
inclusion of single and higher than double excitations, substantially improves the separable CSP results.
It is important to stress that the good performance of approximate methods cannot be attributed to weak
couplings between the vibrational modes. On the contrary, the couplings in the system under study are relatively
strong, especially between the symmetric stretch and the bending mode. This is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 2
where the CSP autocorrelation function is compared with that following from a calculation with ‘switched off’
couplings. Such a result is obtained by not updating the CSP potentials during the simulation, i.e. freezing them
at ts0. Due to the lack of intermode couplings this artificial autocorrelation function starts early to
 .qualitatively deviate from the CSP one and the numerically exact one as well , and becomes meaningless. We
should note here that unlike the ‘real’ IAr cluster the system with ‘switched off’ couplings does not directly2
correlate with any experimental reality. However, it allows us to get a feeling about the strength of the
intermode couplings in the ‘real’ system and about the quality of the approximate approaches.
The principal idea of the CSP method is to replace the computationally tedious and for large systems hardly
doable multidimensional TDSCF integrals by weighted averages over classical trajectories. In this we are taking
w xadvantage of the fact that a swarm of classical trajectories starting from proper initial conditions 29 is often a
good representation of the quantum wavepacket in cases where the phase information plays no role, as in the
evaluation of effective mean-field potentials. However, why do we not simply approximate the above
‘bottleneck’ integrals using the value of the integrand at the peak of the wavepacket or, in the classical
language, by the value of the potential along a central trajectory starting at the top of the Wigner distribution?
Fig. 2. Autocorrelation functions using ‘decoupled’ modes, center of the wavepacket and the central trajectory in comparison with the CSP
result.
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The answer to this question is demonstrated again in Fig. 2. Autocorrelation functions calculated using just the
peak of the wavepacket or the central trajectory, are even worse than the ‘uncoupled’ result, and are clearly
unsatisfactory. The conclusion is that we cannot afford to neglect the width and the shape of the vibrational
wavepacket if we wish to accurately reproduce the dynamics and spectra.
4.2. Wa˝epackets and o˝erlaps
For graphical visualization we chose to show only the symmetric stretch mode which is, due to its character
and the shape of the potential surfaces, mostly involved in the dynamics and couplings. In the case of separable
wavepackets it is possible to directly show the single mode function; for non-separable methods it is necessary
to first integrate out the remaining two degrees of freedom. Fig. 3 depicts three snapshots from the
time-evolution of the symmetric stretch wavepacket together with the corresponding mean-field CSP and
TDSCF potentials. Qualitatively, all the approximate methods perform well. Quantitatively, we observe a
gradual deterioration of the separable wavepackets in time, the agreement between the CSP and TDSCF
methods remaining good. The inclusion of correlations via CID-CSP broadens the vibrational wavepacket and
brings it closer to the numerically exact one.
Fig. 3. Time evolution of the symmetric stretch wavepacket. Comparison between the CSP, CID-CSP, TDSCF and the numerically exact
methods. Also shown are the CSP and TDSCF effective potentials for the symmetric stretch mode.
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Fig. 4. CSPrexact, CID-CSPrexact and TDSCFrexact overlaps of the total wavepacket amplitudes.
Another important quantity in assessing the performance of different methods is the overlap between the
approximate and numerically exact wavepackets. It is possible to plot either the amplitude of the overlap or the
overlap of the wavepacket amplitudes, the being latter always closer to unity. Fig. 4 depicts the overlap between
the CSP, CID-CSP, TDSCF and numerically exact total wavepacket amplitudes. It can be seen that all the
approximations do well initially with the overlap dropping to 80–90% at the onset of the first recurrence at 1200
fs. Classical approximation of the TDSCF integrals results only in a minor deterioration of the CSPrexact
overlap, compared to the TDSCFrexact one. Interestingly, the CID-CSP results deteriorate below the TDSCF
one around 1 ps, which is probably a consequence of the neglect of single excitations. The single excitations
will be explicitly included in future studies. It can also be seen from Fig. 4 that moving from the CSP to the
CID-CSP method significantly improves the overlap.
5. Conclusions
In this work we studied the early dynamics following electron photodetachment in the IyAr complex using2
three approximate and the numerically exact quantum dynamical methods. On testing the quality of the new
CSP and CID-CSP methods, the principal advantage being that they are also applicable to large polyatomic
systems, we showed mainly that:
 .i mean-field methods perform well on a picosecond timescale even for relatively strongly coupled systems
without good separation of vibrational frequencies;
 .ii in moderately quantal systems such as the complex under study classical trajectories can be used within
the CSP method to quantitatively approximate multidimensional quantum TDSCF integrals;
 .iii the inclusion of intermode correlations via the CID-CSP method significantly improves the approximate
wavepacket bringing it closer to the numerically exact one.
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